
1. What is StoneWiz Stone Veneer?

StoneWiz manufactures Architectural Stone Wall
Veneer which harnesses the elegance and beauty of
nature. Our proprietary blend of natural ingredients
and the craftsmanship of our artisans has enabled
us to create a product which captures the inherent
beauty of natural stone without the negative
environment impact of mining for natural stone.
Our designs have been carefully selected from
stones available from all across the world. Our
artisans work diligently by hand to add life to the
designs and manufacture a product which reflects
the awe inspiring beauty of nature.

StoneWiz L-shaped corner stone pieces give your
walls a most authentic and natural look.

StoneWiz stones have been manufactured using
light weight aggregates and much lighter in weight
than natural stone.

StoneWiz stone veneer does not cause the
negative environmental impact caused by mining
for natural stone.

StoneWiz manufactured stone as compared to
traditional natural stone is lightweight, easier
and faster to install fungus resistant, eco friendly
and require very little maintenance.

3. How are StoneWiz stones sold?
   Flat pieces are sold by the square feet and corner
   pieces by the linear feet.

4. How are StoneWiz Stones packed for transport?
   StoneWiz stones are available in cardboard
   packaging with proper cushioning to ensure
   safety during transporation.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS. 

2. Why should you select StoneWiz Stone Veneer
    over natural stone?

Stone Wiz stones designs have been selected from
most sought after designs available in various parts
of the world and these designs are not available
locally in natural stone.

 

 

 

 



5. Will StoneWiz stone products fade?
Just as natural stone, StoneWiz stone products will experience normal weathering during the life of the installation,
no different than any other cement based material. See Warranty card for details.

6. What are the surfaces on which StoneWiz stones can be installed?
StoneWiz products may be applied on most properly prepared, clean, untreated, structurally sound surfaces such as
bricks, masonary, wood, plyboard or metal etc. Please refer to StoneWiz Installation Instructions for details on the
installation process.

Imperial Castle – Royal Amber



8. Can StoneWiz stones products be cut?
Yes, StoneWiz stone products can easily be cut and
trimmed with masonry circular saw.

9. Is any maintenance required for StoneWiz stones?
StoneWiz stone products are virtually maintenance
free. All that is needed is occasional washing of the
stone surfaces with plain water to remove any dust
or debris that has settled down on the surface of
the stone. However, never use any harsh detergents
or chemicals on the surface of the stone or scratch
the surface of the stone with any hard wired brush
or any other object.

10 What are the dimensions of the StoneWiz stones?
The length, breadth and thickness of the stones
varies between different textures manufactured.
The average thickness of the stones ranges between
20mm to 50mm.

11. What is the packing size of the stones?
The packaging of the stones is done in cardboard
boxes and is done in Square feet for stones and
Linear feet for Stone Corners. Depending upon the
texture selected the packaging size of the boxes
varies from 6 sq ft to 13 sq ft per box.

12 Where can I buy StoneWiz products?
StoneWiz stone products can be purchased from
StoneWiz Authorized resellers at numerous locations
all over India. Please email at contactus@stonewiz.in 
for details regarding your nearest dealer location.

7. What is the weight of Stonewiz stones?
Depending upon the design, StoneWiz stones usually
weigh from 2.5 Kgs to 4 Kgs Per square feet.

Sierra Cut – Coastal Cream
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*The colors in this catalog are as accurate
as the photography & screen quality may
allow. Please look the actual samples
before finalizing your order.

Email us at contactus@stonewiz.in

We would be happy to guide you to the

nearest dealer to your location.
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